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ABSTRACT. The common shrew *Sorex araneus* is one of the least social mammals with chiefly aggressive interactions. Although this species is usually considered territorial, the behavioral mechanisms of the social system are not entirely clear. Sociability is the motivation to engage in social contact, the conflict in the case of the common shrew, in the presence of both situational and individual differences, can be an important factor in the use of space in this species. This aspect of behavior of shrews was not studied. We propose a simplified preference test which could be used in field studies. In contrast to the classic Crawley three chamber test we performed trials in one-chamber arena. The test implies assay of preference of an area adjoined to wire-net container with a stimulus animal versus an area-adjoined empty container. The distance, the velocity, and the duration were considered the principal variables. Indexes permitting assay the mobility in a zone and preference of an area is suggested. This publication is devoted to the description of the test and discussing of the preliminary results.
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Introduction

*Sorex* shrews are considered to be solitary animals with territoriality supported by aggressive interactions (Rychlik, 1998). However, only the areas of adult mature females are isolated, whereas home ranges of males overlap ranges of both males and females and young shrews. Young shrews widely overlap areas of mature females and share peripheries of their home ranges (Shillito, 1963a, b; Churchfield, 1990; Shchipanov et al., 2005, 2019). Social interactions in various contact tests were chiefly offensive (Crowcroft, 1955, 1957; Moraleva, 1989; Churchfield, 1990; Rychlik, 1998; Shchipanov et al., 1998, 2005; Kalinin et al., 1998; Rychlik & Zwolak, 2005, 2006; von Merten et al., 2017). However, the defense of an area was not found in large enclosures; the common shrews defended only the adjacent space, in the place where they were at the moment (Oleinichenko,
tions that the other, one can score the parameters for the pair as for a unit (File & Hyde, 1978; File & Seth, 2003). It is difficult to disentangle factors, such as social motivation, emotional stress, and motor drive (Millan & Bales, 2013). So, although we have a general idea about the type of interactions, we do not know if there are some individual or situational differences in motivation to engage in social interaction, i.e., in sociability of animals. Sociability is usually studied in various preference tests, i.e., measuring activity in zones of social versus non-social objects (Millan & Bales, 2013). The classic test is conducted in a three-chamber arena with an assessment of the duration of presence in the chamber (Crawley, 2000, 2004). We used a single chamber test and measured activity in different functional zones. Such design greatly simplifies the required equipment and facilitates the recording of trials, as well as reduces a trial time, thus permit to test animals in the field studies. The idea of this study is to understand whether this simplified design allows us to obtain the data sufficient to assay sociability of the common shrew. The challenge for the study is to discriminate between the low sociability and suitability of the test. Indeed, in case of the low sociability, which is expected for these animals, it may be found not any prominent response to social stimuli. It was found that in shrews maintained in captivity in groups, the number of social interactions and the proportion of aggressions in the contact tests were significantly higher (Kalinin & Shchipanov, 2003). Therefore, we include in this study experiments with shrews housed in pairs. The animals were maintained in field vivarium. This set the limit to the number of shrews participated in trials, as red-toothed shrews are rather complicated for captive maintenance (Churchfield & Searle, 2008). This publication focuses on the suitability of the test and not on the study of sociability in the common shrew as such.

Material and methods

Animals and housing

Six subadult shrews were taken from the wild in August. Common shrews are usually immature in their first year of life, and both males and females have no clear gender signs. Only females of the young shrews could be distinguished by dark spots which mark the places of nipples (Croin Michelson, 1966; Searle, 1985; Churchfield & Searle, 2008). In this study, females were identified by the dark spots on the belly, and individuals without visible female signs were attributed to males.

Shrews were housed just after the capture in individual boxes of transparent plastic with the bottom of 50 × 70 cm, equipped with a transparent shelter, 25 × 50 cm. The shelter beneath a lid was divided into three equal corridors. Saw chips mixed with saw dust were used as a substrate. Chicken hearts, mealworms, fly larvae, and frozen grasshoppers were used for food. Food and water were given ad libitum. Shrews were kept in open air under natural ambient temperatures and light regimen. Initially, the animals were housed in individual boxes. They were used in trials five days after removal. After first series of trials, four of those shrews were housed in pairs. Food and water were given ad libitum in each of the boxes. Animals were weighed to monitor their welfare. Under individual housing, the animals slightly rose the body mass. Housing in pairs did not significantly (ANOVA for repeated measurements) affect body mass of individuals.

Ethical note

The number of individuals used in this study was minimized, and the animals were cared for in accordance with guidelines for the treatment of animals in behavioral research and teaching (Buchanan et al., 2012). All the individuals were released at the places of capture after the study. The time of absence in the wild permitted the common shrews to reoccupy their former home ranges (Koupitsov, 2013).

Design of arena

Behavior of the animals was tested on a square arena (50 × 50 cm) with two wire-mesh cylindrical containers of 12 cm in height and 8 cm in diameter. Walls of a container permitted auditory, visual, and olfactory contacts. Lids of the containers were made of white opaque plastic and not permitting contacts. The containers were posted in opposite corners, in fixed positions (Fig. 1A). Orientation of the arena relative to the cardinal points was changed at random in each of the trials. The area within 3 cm distance from a border of an empty container was named “free zone” — FZ, and that adjoining a container with a shrew was called “animal’s zone” — AZ (Fig. 1B). When both containers were empty, the zones were marked as “north” and “south”. These labels indicate position of a container at the image, but not actual spatial orientation. The border zone — BZ, is a 3-cm-wide band along the walls.

Trials

The trials were performed from 6:00 to 7:00 AM, in the period of maximum activity of shrews. A total of 44 tests with 6 individuals were conducted. Each shrew was used in trials as a focal animal and as a stimulus. Shrews numbered 1 and 4 participated in four, and 2, 3, 5, and 6 participated in eight trials as focal animals. The trials were performed in a special room with artificial lighting, roughly corresponding to the brightness of the natural light in the open air at this time (it was inferred based on similar brightness of images captured inside and outside the room). The arena was washed with water, cleaned with alcohol, and ventilated before each trial. Trials were captured by video camera (Sony Handicam) in MPEG-2 format. A stimulating animal was placed in the container right before the trial and returned back in his box just after the trial. A focal animal was released
manually from the plastic container in the center of the arena; then, an operator was leaving the room.

The study included three trial series. In the first series, denoted as the “control”, both containers were empty. In the second and third series of trials one of the containers was with a stimulating animal. The second series, called the “experiment”, was performed with animals housed individually. The third series, called “familiar”, was conducted with animals of the same pair. In the fourth series, labeled “unfamiliar”, tests were carried out with shrews from different pairs. Trials of each of the series were performed twice. The tests of the “control” series were interspersed with the “experimental” ones, and the “unfamiliar” ones — with the “familiar”.

The distance traveled, the duration of presence, and the mean velocity in a zone were obtained from digitizing of a 6-minute videos. The records were analyzed in the program package EthoVision XT. Digitization started when operator left the room. The net digitized trial time made 300 seconds.

Analyses
Correlations between natural values of variables were studied by calculation of Spearman correlation coefficient ($R_s$). Bonferroni correction was applied for multiple comparisons. Correlation of activity with body mass was estimated by plotting the mass of individuals against distances traveled in trials in the day of weighting.

Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to estimate normality of datasets. Z-conversion was performed for distance and velocity variables. The arcsin transformation was applied to durations. ANOVA was performed with normalized variables in the General Linear Models module of Statistica 7.0. Residuals were found normal in all of the ANOVAs. The effect of the individuality of a focal animal and the type of trial was studied in two-way ANOVA with both ID and trial type as random factors. Post hoc comparisons were performed in Tukey HSD test.

Response to social stimulus was assessed with indexes. The motion index, $D_z$, estimates the density of the network of tracks in a zone in question:

$$D_z = \frac{d_z}{d_T S_a / S_z}$$

where: $d_z$ is a distance traveled in a given zone $z$, $d_T$ — total travelled distance, $S_a$ — total area of arena — 2500 cm$^2$, and $S_z$ — area of a given zone $z$: for BZ, the area comprised 600 cm$^2$, and for AZ, FZ, and North and South zones, it was approximately 104 cm$^2$. When the distance covered in a zone in question corresponds to random movements, the index equals 1.

The dominance index, $I_z$, assesses the proportion of a variable in question in AZ to FZ: 

![Fig. 1](image-url) Design of arena — A, and typical track of animal in a trial — B. Hatched fragments — the area of the zones: FZ — zone around empty container, AZ — zone around container with stimulus animal, BZ — border zone. White circles — the area of lids. Dotted lines indicate fixed position of the containers. Track was obtained from shrew ID3 in trial of “unfamiliar” series with shrew ID5 as stimulus animal.
\[ I_x = \frac{AZ_x}{(AZ_x + FZ_x)} - 0.5 \]

where: \( AZ_x \) and \( FZ_x \) are the values of the considered variable (\( x \)) in \( AZ \) and \( FZ \) and 0.5 is the fraction expected in the absence of reaction. The index is zero when the variables are equal. The indexes were studied in Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA.

We calculated the repeatability \( r \), which is the proportion of variance across individuals (animal ID) divided by the total variance. Adjusted repeatabilities were calculated following Nakagawa & Schielzeth (2010) using the function \texttt{rpt} from the R-package \texttt{rptR} (Stoffel \textit{et al.}, 2017). In each calculation, a behavioral measure was used as the response variable and animal ID as random factor and experiment number as fixed factor. The number of bootstrap iterations was set at 1000 for the 95% CI. Statistical significance of the repeatability was tested using the likelihood ratio test (LRT) implemented in \texttt{rptR}.

**Results**

The maximal total distance traveled in the trials comprised 46.6 m. The maximal velocity, when animals swept across the arena from corner to corner, made 314 cm/s. Maximal distance covered in \( AZ \) and \( FZ \) was 884 cm and 1340 cm. All the variables except of duration in \( BZ \) correlated with total traveled distance (Tab. 1). The total distance covered in a trial was in negative correlation with body mass (\( R_s = -0.45; p < 0.05 \) with Bonferroni correction).

The effects of ID and trial type (both as random factors) were studied in a two-way ANOVA. In both models, the effect of animal ID was significant (\( p < 0.003 \)). Animals 2 and 6 were significantly slower overall, as a result, they covered a shorter distance (\( p < 0.0001 \)), but were faster at \( AZ \) (\( p < 0.0001 \)) compared to other shrews. The type of trial significantly affected only the distance traveled at free area of arena (\( p < 0.01 \) with Bonferroni correction), the velocity (\( p < 0.03 \)) and the time spent in \( AZ \) (\( p < 0.001 \)). The velocity in the experimental series was significantly (\( p < 0.02 \)) greater than that in the “control” series. Sex of both the focal and stimulus animals did not affect variables (\( p > 0.54 \)).

The distance traveled in free area of arena was significantly (\( p < 0.001 \)) smaller in trials with animals living in pairs compared to trials with animals housed individually, and it was not different in animals of the same regimen of housing. Traveling along the border of arena was larger when shrews lived in individual boxes, and tended to be smaller (\( p < 0.09 \)) when animals were kept in pairs. Median of \( D_BZ \) was 1.8 in the “control”, significantly greater than 1 (\( p < 0.05 \)), was not different from 1 in other trials (Fig. 2). Travels in \( FZ \) were more intensive than in \( BZ \) in all sorts of the trials. \( D_FZ \) was on average 1.5 times greater compared to \( D_BZ \) and significantly (\( p < 0.01 \)) exceeded 1. \( D_AZ \) was 3.5 times greater compared to \( D_FZ \) (\( p < 0.05 \)) in animals lived in pair, while no difference was found in shrews lived individually.

Fig. 2. Motion indexes (\( D_z \)) in the border zone — \( BZ \); in free zone — \( FZ \), and in the zone of stimulus animal — \( AZ \). The dashed line indicates an index level similar to that expected for random travel. \( t — p < 0.07 \), * — \( p < 0.05 \), trials with animals from living in pairs — gray boxes.
The index of dominance in distance, $I_d$, duration, $I_t$, and velocity, $I_v$, revealed differences associated with the housing regimen. Animals from pair stayed in AZ significantly longer, covered larger distance, and moved significantly slower. The indexes were significantly different from zero ($p < 0.003$) in the trials with animals living in pair (Fig. 3).

Repeatability was found in variables of velocity, distance, and in indexes of motion in BZ, FZ and AZ (Tab. 2). Duration was not normally distributed. Indexes of preference in distance and velocity were not repeatable.

Table 1. Spearman’s coefficient of correlation ($R_s$) of variables with the total distances covered in a trial. FZ* in the “control” trials mean both North and South zone. Significant coefficients ($p < 0.05$ with Bonferroni correction) are shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity, cm/s</td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FZ*</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance, cm</td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FZ*</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration, s</td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FZ*</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Repeatability of the key variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P [LRT]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.433–0.954</td>
<td>3.75-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>FZ</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.292–0.919</td>
<td>3.13-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.37–0.944</td>
<td>1.32-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.274–0.937</td>
<td>6.94-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index D</td>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.257–0.93</td>
<td>1.16-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.088–0.87</td>
<td>0.00069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Sociability of animals is studied in Crawley’s three-chamber partner preference tests as the motivation to engage in social behavior or as preference to interact “with social over nonsocial object”. The animal stimulus is confined in wire-mesh container, which constrains its mobility but permits audio, visual, and olfactory contacts, and a focal individual makes a choice between two equivalent chambers with a social vs. nonsocial object (Crawley, 2000, 2004; Moy et al., 2004; Millan & Bales, 2013). In our test, we have kept on the principle idea of the classic preference test, but use designated zones instead of the distinct chambers.

The size of the arena was small enough for quick scanning and large enough to distinguish zones different in function. Sorex compared to the Crocidura shrews...
were found bolder, faster began exploration and systematically scanned the maze (Page et al., 2012; von Merten & Siemens, 2012). In our test, common shrews started to explore the arena since the beginning of a trial without prolonged habituation phase. Five-minute trial was sufficient to obtain data for the analyses. The shrews scanned the entire area of arena, quickly discovered both containers, and carefully explored them. Taking into account that the track was obtained for the center of the image, the zone width was taken to be 0.5 body length, i.e., 3 cm from the edge of objects. The size of the containers and their position in the arena make it possible to exclude activity in the corners of arena from the activity associated with the container (see Fig. 1B). The density of tracks around the containers, D-index, was significantly greater than that near the border of arena. A significant increase in the sociability of the common shrew, followed socialization indicates that individuals have detected animal in a container (see Fig. 2). This reaction is in correspondence with our expectation based on contact tests (Kalinin & Shchipanov, 2003). However, communal living is rather artificial situation for common shrews and we made these trials just to reveal whether there is any response on social stimulus at all in the species.

The distance traveled and time measurements are the most sensitive characteristics of activity in various open field experiments (Nagaraju et al., 2010; Tatem et al., 2014). The distance was found a good measure but not a complete measure of activity in a zone. Shrew movements were reduced with careful examination of an object. In such cases, the distance variable did not entirely reflect the attention to the studying subject. As a result, index of dominance in time was more prominent and informative than that in distance (see Fig. 3).

Velocity was studied as additional variable. Along with time and distances, the velocity characterizes anxiety of an animal (Kalueff et al., 2006; Lezak et al., 2017). The pace of movement in the test supposedly reflects excitement and anxiety, i.e., more agitated animals moved with greater velocity. Individually housed shrews consistently manifested greater velocity in the zone of stimulus animal compared with animals living in pairs. Significantly lower velocity in the latter case could indicate more thorough exploration of social object.

The test conditions and the variables permit to distinguish both situational and individual differences in sociability of the common shrews. Animal individuality significantly affected variables related to proactive behavior traits, which were found repeatable. Repeatability was not found in sociability. Also, high repeatability of activity and not of offensive behavior in the common shrew was found in contact tests (von Merten et al., 2017).
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